
 

David Deaven (1998) – Executive, Quality Engineering at GE Healthcare 

I started in Chemistry (coming from research position in high school at Naval Research Lab), working in 
Barbara Garrison's lab as a research assistant.  I switched to Physics midway through based on interest – 
wanted to understand quantum physics better, as I recall - but stayed on with Barbara doing “applied 
physics” (i.e. chemistry). 
 
See above, I was doing undergrad research from day 1 at UP.  Summer I continued research work at 
Naval Research Lab which was closer to my family's home in Maryland. Did a lot of bicycle riding and 
hiking (Mt. Nittany was a favorite destination). 
 
I went to UC Berkeley and got a Ph.D in Physics, based on recommendation from Barbara and our 
mutual network which included other UCB alums.  They also told me to borrow money, buy a sailboat 
and live on the Berkeley pier; I did not and I regret not taking that advice. 
 
At Berkeley I expected to do more applied physics aka chemistry, got a bit sidetracked in the then-in-
vogue studies of novel condensed matter and had a lot of fun following various interests: high temp 
superconductors, spin quasiparticles, etc. 
 
I did a postdoc at Ames LAB USDOE (Ames, IA).  Did work on buckeyballs and applied genetic algorithms 
to molecular cluster structure optimization. Got married, wife established minimum salary required for 
having children; this led me to consider jobs in industry.  I hired a headhunter, talked to two potential 
employers; first was defense contractor making advanced weapons, second was GE medical systems 
making machines to save lives.  Went with second and have been there since.  At GE interview they 
showed me the MRI lab and I concluded that working at GE would be like working in a research job, 
except it would be well-funded. There have been  
 
Physics mainly improved the way I think about difficult problems.  It has had a lot of application in my 
current role as an executive at a technology company, and I think it has had a significant role in my 
success. 
 
I have not dwelled too much on career goals, that question always baffled me.  In the last 10 years every 
job I have been promoted into has been a newly created role.  At this point my short, med, long term 
goals are to learn as much as I can and have fun.  I'm employed by a company whose strategy for growth 
aligns with this. 
 
 

• do not feel limited by the paths of those around you or others expectations 



• follow your passion 
• try new things, don't be confined to physics or worse a particular field of physics 

 
 


